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Experimental investigation into the flow behaviour of thin water films; 
effect on a cocurrent air flow of moderate to high supersonic velocities 
Pressure distribution at the surface of rigid wavy reference structures 

D. E. WURZ (KARLSRUHE) 

THE FIRST part of this paper reports on experimental investigations into the flow behaviour 
of thin water films and their effect on a cocurrent air flow of supersonic velocities ranging 
from moderate to high. In comparison with the paper [46] this work covers an extended 
Mach number range (1.2 < M < 2.4). In addition, the gas boundary layer has been studied 
more thoroughly. With regard to the results for the subsonic case we report on friction coeffi
cient of wavy water films, mean film thickness, upper stability limit of the film flow (disturban
ce waves, droplet formation), temperature and velocity profiles of the cocurrent air flow. The 
second part of this paper is still in its teens. Since it is almost impossible to measure the pressure 
distribution at the interface of a wavy liquid film and a high velocity gas flow, we measured the 
pressure distribution along rigid wavy structures imitating the wave structure of the film. Wave 
length and amplitude are small with respect to the boundary layer thickness of the air flow. 
As could have been expected, the pressure distribution is qualitatively the same for subsonic and 
supersonic boundary edge velocities. A quantitative applicability of these results to theoretical 
approaches to film stability is questionable. 

Pierwsza cz~sc tej pracy dotyczy badan eksperymentalnych nad zachowaniem si~ cienkich 
film6w wody i ich wplywu na towarzyszl!CY przeplyw powietrza w zakresie od pr~dkosci umiar
kowanych do nadd:iwi~kowych. W por6wnaniu z pracll [46] praca niniejsza zawiera roz
szerzony zakres liczb Macha od M = 1.2 do M = 2.4. Ponadto tutaj dokladniej zostala 
zbadana warstwa przyscienna gazu. Dla przypadku poddiwi~kowego rozwazono i szczeg61owo 
przedyskutowano otrzymane wyra:Zenia na wsp61czynniki tarcia pofalowanych film6w wody, 
usrednionl! grubosc fiJmu, g6rn(l granic~ stateczno8ci przeplywu filmu (fale zaburzenia, tworze
nie si~ kropel), profile temperatury i pr~dkosci towarzysZl!cego przeplywu powietrza. Druga 
cz~sc tej pracy jest jeszcze w trakcie opracowania. Poniewaz jest prawie niemoi:liwoscill dokona
nie pomiaru rozkladu cisnienia na powierzchni oddzielajllcej pofalowany film cieczy i przeplyw 
gazu z dui:<! pr~koscil!, mierzylismy rozklad cisnienia wzdluz sztywnych pofalowynach kon
strukcji imitujl!cych falow(l struktur~ filmu. Dlugosc i amplituda fali S<l male w stosunku do gru
bosci warstwy przysciennej strumienia powietrza. Jak nalezalo si~ spodziewac, rozklad cisnienia 
ilosciowo jest taki sam dla podd:iwi~kowej i naddiwi~kowej kraw~i brzegowej. Jakosciowe 
przyj~ie tych wynik6w do rozwa:Zan teoretycznych nad statecznoscil! filmu budzi powa:Zne 
zastrzei:enia. 

llepBaH l.JaCTh ~aHHOH pa60Tbi KacaeTCH 3KCIIepHMeHTa.IIhHbiX HCCJie~OBaHim flOBC~CHI-IH 
TOHKHX flJieHOK BO~bl H HX BJIHHHHH Ha COIIYTCTByrorn;ee Tel.JelUfe B03~yxa B HHTepBa
Jie OT yMepeHHbiX ,I:I;o CBCpX3BYl<OBbiX CKOpOCTCH. llo cpaBHeHHIO C pa60TOH (46), HaCTO
Hrn;aH pa6oTa co~ep>KHT paciiiHpeHHbiH HHTepsan l.JHCeJI Maxa oT M = 1,2 ~o M = 2,4. 
KpoMe :noro 3~eCD Totruee HCCJie~oBaH npHCTeHOtmhlli CJIOH ra3a . .I(JIH ~o3ByKosoro cnyqaH 
paCCMOTpeHbi H flO~p06HO o6cy>K~eHbl llOJIYl.JeHHble Bbipa>KeHIDJ: ~ K03<P<l>HI(HCHTOB TpeHIDJ: 
BOJIH006pa3HbiX IIJieHOK BO~bi, ycpe~eH;HOH TOJirn;lllibl IIJieHKH, BepXHero IIp~eJia YCTOH
l.JHBOCTH Tel.JelUfH IIJieHKH (BOJIHbl B03Myrn;eHHH, o6pa30BaH;He KaiieJib), IIpO<i>HJieH TeMIIepa
Typbl H CKOpOCTH COnyTCTByrorn;ero Tel.JeH;HH B03~yxa. BTopaH l.laCTb ~aHH;OH pa60Tbi ern;e He-
3aKOHl.JeHa. T. K. nol.JTH HeB03MO>KHo npoH3BeCTH H3MepeHIIH pacnpe~eneHHH ~aBJieHHH Ha 
nosepXHOCTH pa3~emnorn;eii BO.Jill006pa3Hyro nJieHKY >KH~OCTH H Te'IeHHe ra3a C 60JihiUOH 
CKOpOCThiO, H3MepHJIOCh pacnpe~eJieHHe ~aBJieH;HH B~OJib >KeCTKHX BOJIH006pa3HbiX KOHCTpyK
~' .HMHTHpyro~ BOJIHOByro CTPYKTYPY IIJieHKH . .U:JIHHa H aMIIJIHTy~a BOJIHbi MaJibi no 
omoweH;HIO I< TOJIIQHHe npHCTeHotruoro CJIOH noToKa B03~yxa. KaK CJie~osano o~aTL 
pacnp~eJieHHe ~aBJieHHH KOJIHl.JeCTBeH;HO aHanOrHl.JHO ~JIH ~03BYl<OBOH H CBepX3ByKOBOH 
Kpaesoii rpaH;H. Kal.leCTBeHH;oe npHHfiTHe 3THX pe3yJihTaTOB ~JIH TeopeTHl.JeCKHX paccy~CHHii 
no ycroit:l.JHBOCTH nneHKH B036ym~aeT cephe3Hbie B03pa>KeHIDJ:. 
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970 D.E. WURZ 

Part I. Experimental investigations into the flow behaviour of thin water 
films and their effect on a cocurrent air flow of moderate to high supersonic 
velocities 

1.1. Introduction 

QUESTIONS, concerning liquid film flow arise in many fields of technology, such as, for 
example, in connection with erosion damage in steam turbines [12, 16, 34], in the cooling 
of rocket nozzles [13, 20, 21, 22, 36] or in ablation cooling processes of re-entry vehicles 
[28, 37, 41]- just to mention a few high velocity applications. 

1.2. Aim and scope of this investigation 

Starting from subsonic gas phase velocities [44, 45] we extended our experimental 
work on the flow behaviour of water films into the field of moderate to high supersonic 
velocities. In comparison with the results for the subsonic case we report on friction coef
ficients of wavy water films, mean film thickness, upper stability limit of the film flow 
(disturbance waves, droplet formation), total temperature and velocity profiles in the 
cocurrent air flow. 

The range of this investigation is characterized by: 
Mach number of the gas flow: 1.25-2.4, 
mean interfacial shear stress: 150-230 Nm- 2

, 

liquid film flow rate: 0.2-0.53 cm 3s- 1 cm-1, 
mean film thickness: 20-40. w- 6 m. 

1.3. Test apparatus (Fig. 1) 

The film test section is a horizontal, rectangular channel, 724 mm long and 60 mm wide. 
After an entrance length of 170 mm a uniform liquid film is produced on the base plate 
by means of a continuously adjustable slot. After a path length of 528 mm the film is 
completely sucked away by the aid of fine mesh screens, imbedded in the base plate. Using 
a mass balance it can be established w~ether the liquid flow in the film has decreased as 
a result of evaporation or droplet formation. The film base plate can be heated from below 
in order to produce almost constant film temperatures over the length and width of the test 
section. 

Laval nozzle configurations are created by meas of adequately profiled plexiglass 
ceilings. Figure 2 gives an impression of the gas-flow conditions for a hydraulically-smooth 
and adiabatic base plate without a liquid film. 

In nozzle I the film slot lies 35 mm in front of the critical cross section. The Mach 
number increases from 1.22 (plane 1) to 1.54 (plane 5), displacement and momentum 
thickness from 0.49 to 0.92 and 0.23 to 0.4, respectively. The wall shear stress (without 
film) decreases from 182 to 134 Nm- 2

• 

In nozzle Ill the film slot lies 126 mm downstream of the critical cross section. The Mach 
number is almost constant, the shear stress decreases and differs only by a small amount 
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from the conditions in nozzle I. The displacement thickness increases from 0.82 to 2.1 mm, 
the momentum thickness from 0.22 to 0.56 mm. 

1.4. Measured quantities (Fig. 1) 

Stagnation values of the air flow: p 0 , T0 , (/Jo, 

liquid film flow rate at the entrance: VFI and at the outlet: VF2, 
liquid film temeratures: TFI , .. . , TFs , 
total temperature profiles in plane 2 and 3, of nozzle 1: Tt(z), 
the total temperature probe has been built following the principles of MEIER [27]; 
Mach number profiles in three measuring planes using a Pitot-probe; 
the outer diameter of the Pitot-probe is 0.42 mm, the inner diameter 0.2 mm. 
The shaft of the Pitot-probe is a slender profile thus reducing the disturbance of the gas 

boundary layer, Fig. 1. The corresponding static pressure holes have a diameter of 0.4 mm. 

1.5. Evaluation 

1.5.1. Wall shear stress. The wall shear stress rw6 for dry wall conditions is evaluated 
following the Preston method (Fig. 3) from the readings gained via a Pitot-probe 
leaning against the wall. We used a calibration formula for supersonic flows, as proposed 
by ALLEN [2] : 
(1.1) log10F2 = 0.01659 logi0 F1 +0.7665 log10 F1 -0.4681, 

(1.2) 

(1.3) 
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(1.4) 

(1 .5) 

(1.6) 

z 

Pr~ston- method 

JM.Ailen [2] I''= {l(T') i r( = n.fT') 

iog10 ~ = 0,01659 fog~F, + 0. 7665 fog
10

F,- 0.~6BJ 

FIG. 3. Preston-method. 

T' = Ta(l +0.1142Ml), 

e' = e(T'), rj' = 'YJ(T'). 
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The wall distance D /2 of the centre of the Pi tot-probe has not been corrected with respect 
to wall and shear layer effects. The velocity cn12 has been calculated on the assumption 
of constant total temperature across the boundary layer. 

1.5.2. Interfacial shear stress. The interfacial shear stress rF6 , i.e., the mean drag acting 
at the wavy film-gas interface, is composed of skin friction and form drag. This essential 
parameter was determined in two different ways. 

a) In accordance with ELLIS and GAY [10] the shear stress at the interface of a liquid 
film and a propelling gas flow can be determined from the slope of a semilogarithmic plot 
of the measured air velocity profiles (Fig. 4). In this case the following equation holds: 

(1.7) 
[ 

, c2-cl ]
2 

7:FG = (!w " In (z2k/zlk) ' 

x' is the von Karman constant. We chose a value of x' = 0.4, resulting in the smallest 
over-all deviation from those results which were determined using the boundary layer 
momentum equation. c1 and c2 are two velocities out of the linear range of the non-dimen
sional velocity profile, z1k and z2k are the corresponding corrected wall distances. 

In order to obtain better accuracy in evaluating the interfacial shear stress, the wall 
distance must be corrected by taking into account the film thickness as well as wall and 
shear layer effects. This must be done by an iterative procedure since the shear stress itself 
must be known for these corrections. As a first correction step the zero mark of the wall 
distance is placed on the plane of the mean film thickness. In a second correction step 
wall and shear layer effects are considered. 

In nozzle I the velocities c1 and c2 in Eq. (1.7) are always subsonic, and there is no rea
son why we should not correct the wall distance using the results for subsonic boundary 
layers [25]. In nozzle Ill the velocities c1 and c2 are always supersonic. Here the situation 
is complicated by the fact that the results of the potential investigations are contradictory 

17* 
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[1, 7, 43]. MEIER [26] found that the deviation of measured supersonic velocity profiles 
from theoretical values (law of the wall for compressible boundary layers) is reduced by 
a positive correction, shifting the measured profiles towards larger wall distances, by 
an amount which differs scarcely from the corrections proposed by McMillan for incom
pressible boundary layers. For this reason we applied the McMillan corrections to each 
of the measured velocity profiles. 

The combination of the two corrections with respect to film thickness and wall and 
shear layer effects produces the corrected wall distance: 

(1.8) zk = z+ OM-iiF. 

b) As a result of a more thorough investigation of the air boundary layer it is possible 
to calculate the interfacial shear stress from the momentum-integral equation for two
dimensional compressible boundary layers: 

1:FG
2 

= do2 + 
02 

dc/jfdx [ 2+ ~ _ Ma62], 
(1.9) e6 c6 dx c/j 02 

/j 

(1.10) 01 = r (1-~)dy, 
0 (!IJClJ 

(1.11) 
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EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION INTO THE FLOW BEHAVIOUR OF THIN WATER FILMS 975 

1.5.3 Mean film thickness (Fig. 4). The mean film thickness could be measured "directly" 
[6]. But it is known that - starting from liquid state, liquid flow rate and interfacial shear
a mean film thickness can be calculated with sufficient accuracy [8, 9, 45]. 

We calculate the mean film. thickness hF from the upper integration limit of the continuity 
equation (1.12), using a film velocity profile cF(z) (1.13), which was deduced some years 
ago [45] 

hf 
(1.12) J cf(zi)dzf- Vj = 0, 

0 

(1.13) 

1.6. Results 

1.6.1. Friction coefficient for dry wall conditions. Figure 5 shows a plot of the local 
friction coefficient- determined according to the Preston method -versus the gas Rey
nolds number Rec52 based on the momentum thickness 02 • The results coincide with the 
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FIG. 5. Friction coefficients for dry wall conditions. 
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976 D. E. WURZ 

SOMMER and SHORT theory [40] and with the experimental results of HAKKINEN [17] and 
SHuns [39], respectively. 

1.6.2 Interfacial shear stress and upper stability limit. Figures 6 and 7 show the depen
dence of the interfacial shear stress on the specific liquid flow rate for nozzle I and nozzle 11. 
The blank marks indicate the results which have been determined from the slope of the 
air velocity profiles (1. 7) and the fat marks indicate the results from the momentum-integral 
equation (1.9). The deviation from mean curves is below 9% and 6% for low and high 
Mach number conditions, respectively. In both cases the liquid film increases the shear 
stress by approx. 30% in comparison with the dry wall condition (VF!YF = 0). 
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FIG. 6. Interfacial shear stress. 
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The upper limit of the stable film flow range is reached for liquid flow rates of about 
0.45-0.5 cm3s- 1 • Under high shear conditions this critical flow rate is almost independent 
of the interfacial shear stress [20, 45, 46]. 

1.6.3 Friction coefficient of wavy water films (Fig. 8). For supersonic gas flow velocities 
the relation of the interfacial shear stress to the dry wall shear stress c/,Ffc'.r increases less 
steeply as, compared with the subsonic results. A corresponding tendency has been found 
by GoDDARD [15] for sand-roughened walls. 

1.6.4 Mean film thickness. Figure 9 shows a plot of the calculated mean film 
thickness against liquid flow rate. Accordingly, the mean thickness of the stable film was 
between 20 and 40 p,m. For specific water flow rates below 0.2 cm3s- 1cm- 1 the film tends 
to split into rivulets. 
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1.6.5. Total temperature profiles. Figure 10 shows an example of the measured total 
temperature profiles. In order to avoid condensation effects the air has been dried. This 
results in psychrometric effects reducing the film temperature. To prevent icing the liquid 
film must be heated from below, producing diabatic wall conditions. These total tempera
ture profiles resemble quite closely those measured by MEIER [49] in the case of diabatic 
one-phase flows. 

For reasons of a compressor damage the total temperature profiles have not yet been 
measured under high Mach number conditions. The corresponding velocity profiles have 
been calculated on the base of linear total temperature profiles connecting the measured 
wall and boundary edge temperatures : 

(1.14) 

In the low Mach number nozzle, these linear profiles differ from the measured profiles 
by a figure of less than 1% (Fig. 10). The resulting error in the velocities is below 0.5%, 
which is almost insignificant as compared to the uncertainties in the effective wall distan
ces of the Pitot-probe. Under high Mach number conditions the errors should be of 
the same order of magnitude. 
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FIG. 10. Total temperature profiles. 

11 and 12 show typical air velocity 
profiles in the usual non-dimensional form. The profiles for dry and smooth wall con-
ditions follow quite closely the straight line characterized by a roughness Reynolds number 
of Res = 5. The liquid films cause a velocity defect, shifting the velocity profiles towards 
higher roughness Reynolds numbers. A comparison of the equivalent sand roughness -
computed from Res- with the mean film thickness results in a ratio of about 1. 5 (last two 
columns of Tables 1 and 2). 
Table 1. Data relating to Fig . 11 

VF/YF M6 vrw!ew b ol 02 HJ2 . Jil. ks 
cm2s- 1 1 ms- 1 mm mm mm 1 10- 3mm 10- 3mm 

0 1.41 16.4 3.6 0.707 0.308 2.30 0 0 
0.26 1.37 17.7 4.1 0.844 0.369 2.29 23 33 
0.36 1.37 17.9 4.2 0.887 0.393 2.26 27 41 
0.48 1.36 18.1 4.3 0.925 0.410 2.26 32 48 

Table 2. Data relating to Fig. 12 

VF!YF M6 vrw!ew- ~ 01 b2 H12 hF ks 
cm 2s- 1 1 ms- 1 mm mm mm 1 l0- 3mm 10- 3 mm 

0 2.37 23.1 7.8 2.11 0.557 3.78 0 0 
0.39 2.24 23.6 8.6 2.48 0.682 3.63 33 54 
0.54 2.22 23.8 8.73 2.53 0.724 3.51 40 66 
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1.6.7. Wave structure of water films (Figs. 13 and 14, Tables 3 and 4). The results 
concerning the wave structure of water films have not yet been evaluated systematically. 
Figures 13 and 14 show a comparison of photo-series of liquid films exposed to subsonic 
and supersonic air flows. Liquid flow rate and interfacial shear are almost the same. If there 
is a change at all in surface structure, switching from subsonic to supersonic velocities, 
then it is weak and not characteristic. In the supersonic case the wave structure seems to be 
a little bit more two-dimensional for low liquid flow rates, Figs. 13b and 14b. Furthermore, 
the mean wavelength is slightly increased by a supersonic gas flow. 

Table 3. Data relating to Figs. 13a-c. 
Water films under the effect of a subsonic air flow. 

Fig. 13 M VF!YF TFG 
1 cm2 /s N/m2 

a 0.77 0.06 150 
b 0.78 0.22 187 
c 0.79 0.35 200 

Table 4. Data relating to Figs. 14a-c. 
Water films under the effect of a supersonic air flow. 

Fig. ll M VF/YF TFG 
1 cm2 /s N/m2 

a 1.3 0.11 158 
b 1.29 0.2J4 167 
c 1.28 0.36 180 

Resume of Part 1 

!J.ffi 

12 
23 
31 

16 
21 
27 

The roughness effect of wavy water films on a cocurrent air flow can be compared 
with the effect of sand-roughened walls. Psychrometric effects cause a change of the total 
temperature profiles across the air boundary layer. Upper and lower stability limits of 
water films depend mainly on the interfacial shear stress. Switching from subsonic to super
sonic Mach numbers will cause no characteristic change in the wave structure and the sta
bility of water films if the boundary layer is thick enough. We need much more experimental 
results to clarify the influence of path length, liquid and gas properties on gas-liquid 
film-flows. 

Part 2. Pressure distribution at the surface of rigid wavy reference structures 

2.1. Introduction 

Theoretical approaches to the kind of gas-liquid film-flow as studied here are extremely 
difficult, the gas flow being viscid, turbulent, compressible and interacting with a travelling 
wavy surface which is continuously adjusting its geometry to inner and outer force fields. 
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The occurrance of flow separation somewhere behind the wave crests - which is most 
likely in high velocity gas-water film-flows - introduces an additional complication. 
The position of separation and reattachment points depends on the turbulence which is 
changed in the region close to the wall by "roughness effects" of the disturbed interface. 
The approaches of theoretical investigations to this complex phenomenon are not suffi
ciently close. Most of them are restricted to sine wave geometries with relatively small 
amplitudes, thus preventing flow separation - to mention only one critical points. Never
theless, some of these investigations provide valuable qualitative information on the influ
ence of gas mean velocity profiles, as well as of compressibility on film stability, and some 
other interesting features [47], [48]. 

2.2. Aim and scope of this investigation 

In order to gain a better knowledge of the pressure distribution on rigid waves imitating 
the interfacial structure of gas-water film-flows we started an experimental investigation 
which is still in its teens. This premature publication can be justified by the purpose of prev
enting others from investing too much into theoretical approaches to film stability, starting 
from imaginary models. 

2.3. Test apparatus and results 

The base plate of the film-test-section described in Sect. 1.3 was replaced by wavy 
wall elements (Figs. 15 and 16). 

In a first step we studied the pressure distribution developing at the surface of 4 rotatable 
cylinders imbedded in a plane, hydraulically-smooth wall exposed to a flow with boundary 
edge Mach numbers ranging from 0.57 to 2.33, Fig. 15. The protrusion of the cylinders 
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FIG. 16. Pressure distribution at the surface of a multi-wave element, and air velocity profiles. 

into the gas flow is 0.4 mm, which is about 1/10th of the boundary layer thickness. The 
diameter of the static pressure hole is 0.25 mm, averaging over an angular range of 15°. 

Figure 15c shows the results for wave no. 3. A low qualitative difference between the 
pressure distribution for subsonic and supersonic edge Mach numbers develops in the 
upstream region of the wave back. In the vicinity of the wave crest and in its downstream 
portion the character of the pressure distribution is almost the same. 

Low viscosity liquid films, such as water films, have much lower wave amplitudes 
under high shear conditions (see Sect. 1.6.6). There will be no direct interaction with 
a moderately supersonic external flow after a short path length, and switching from sub
s9nic to supersonic boundary edge velocities will not produce a noticeable change in the 
stability characteristics of water films. 

In a second step we studied the pressure distribution at wave no. 71 and 72 of a multi
wave element, Fig. 16. Additionally, we measured velocity profiles in the gas boundary 
layer. 
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In this case the wave geometry, composed of a sloped back and a rotatable imbedded 
hypodermic needle, is supposed to be much closer to the actual interfacial geometry of 
a gas-water film-flow (for comparison see Fig. 14b ). The diameter of the pressure holes
five holes on the back, one hole on the needle - is 0.1 mm. The exactness of these tiny 
wavelets is not yet completely satisfactory, above all the transition from the wave back 
to the needle is not smooth enough what results in a "local" pressure rise upstream of the 
wave crests (dotted line in Fig. 16d). Further downstreams the pressure first decreases 
and then increases quite similarily to the pressure at the surface of a free cylinder. Flow 
separation occurs at an angle of about ll0°. A region of constant pressure is followed by 
a second pressure rise up to a stagnation point on the wave back. From this point the 
pressure falls towards the following wave crest. A local pressure rise is again caused by 
deviations from the ideal geometry. 

The wavy wall produces a roughness effect on the gas boundary layer and, consequently, 
a deviation from the velocity profile for smooth wall conditions (Fig. 16e). 

Resume of Part 2 

A subsonic wall pressure distribution exists in the presence of a supersonic external 
flow if the boundary layer thickness is comparable to the wave length. This confirms an 
essential result of INGER's and WILLIAMs's [48] investigation on subsonic and supersonic 
flows past low amplitude sine waves. Rigid wave geometries, which are supposed to imitate 
quite closely the interfacial geometry of gas-water film-flows, cause flow separation. 
With respect to the flow past a free cylinder the separation point is shifted downstream, 
presumably as the cumulated effect of a faintly sloped wave back and of the increased 
turbulence in the region close to the wall. 

These initial results are not completely satisfactory; the investigation will be continued 
in order to clarify the influence of flow path length and wave geometry on wall pressure 
distributions. 

Symbols 

a = y'xRT (m s- 1
) velocity of sound, 

c (m s- 1
) flow velocity in x-direction 

cF (m s- 1) flow velocity of the film, 
C-r = v' •w!ew (m s- 1

) shear velocity, 
c+ = cfc-r (1) dimensionless velocity, 

cF (m s- 1
) mean flow velocity of the film, 

c/ = 2r((e.JcJ) (1) local skin friction coefficient, 
et= cF/v'rFG(f.!F (1) dimensionless flow velocity of the film, 

C.J (m s- 1) flow velocity at boundary layer edge, 
D (m) outer diameter of Pitot or Preston tube, 
Pl; P2... measuring planes (Figs. 1 and 2), 

Fl; F2 (1) abbreviations, Eq. (1.2) and (1.3), 
liF (m) mean film thickness, 

fz'} = liF y'?:FG!Q;f vF (1) dimensionless mean film thickness, 
ks = Resvwfc-r (m) equivalent sand roughness, 

M = cfa (1) Mach number, 
p (N m- 2

) pressure, static, 
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Re 
Res = kscrfvw 

c;;. 02 
Re;;z = 

(1) Reynolds number, 
(1) roughness-Reynolds number, 

(1) Reynolds number based on momentum thickness, 

T (K) temperature, 
TFl . .. TFS (K) film temperatures (Fig. 1), 

T' (K) refer~nce temperature, 
VF (cm3 s- 1

) liquid volume flow, 
vt = VFf (vF YF) (1) dimensionless film liquid flow, 

Vnr (cm3 s- 1) critical liquid volume flow, beginning of droplet formation, 
x, y, z (m) coordinates (Fig. 1), 

YF (m) width of liquid film, 
zk (m) corrected distance from the wall Eq. (1.8), 

Zk+ = zkcr fvw (1) dimensionless corrected wall distance, 
zt = z y=r-FaleF/vF (1) dimensionless wall distance in liquid film, 

Indices 

o (m) boundary layer thickness for c;; = 0.99 Cmax, 

o1 (m) displacement thickness (1.10), 
o2 (m) momentum thickness (1.11), 

o.\f (m) correction of wall distance (1.8), 

'YJ (kg m- 1 s- 1
) dynamic viscosity, 

rJ' (kg m- 1 s- 1) reference viscosity (1.6)z, 
x' (1) mixing length constant, 
x (1) ratio of specific heats, 

1h (m) mean wave length, 
v (m2 s- 1) kinematic viscosity, 

(! (kg m- 3 ) density, 
e' (kg m- 3

) reference density (1.6)r. 
-r (N m- 2) shear stress, 

cp (rad) angular position (Fig. 15). 

I friction, 
F liquid, 

FG between liquid film and air, 
G air, 
k corrected, 

kr critical, 
t total, 

W wall, 
WF between rigid wall and liquid, 
WG between rigid wall and air, 

o boundary layer edge, 
o stagnation value, 

oo outside of boundary layer. 
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